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Abstract

The stick number and the edge length of a knot type in the simple hexagonal lattice (sh-
lattice) are the minimal numbers of sticks and edges required, respectively, to construct a knot
of the given type in sh-lattice. By introducing a linear transformation between lattices, we prove
that for any given knot both values in the sh-lattice are strictly less than the values in the cubic
lattice. Finally, we show that the only non-trivial 11-stick knots in the sh-lattice are the trefoil
knot (31) and the figure-eight knot (41).

1 Introduction

Knots in the cubic lattice have been studied more thoroughly compared to knots in the simple
hexagonal lattice because of the simplicity of the former lattice’s structure. Some examples of the
work done about the knots in the cubic lattice include [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], and [8]. Therefore, it is
reasonable to examine the properties of the simple hexagonal lattice as well as their relationships
with analogous properties in the cubic lattice. For example, [2] has done some work in this direction.

We are able to show the following results regarding stick numbers and edge lengths, two prop-
erties involved in the construction of a knot in a lattice.

Theorem. For any knot type [K], ssh[K] < sL[K], where sL and ssh are the stick numbers of [K]
in the cubic lattice and in the simple hexagonal lattice, respectively.

Theorem. For any knot type [K], esh[K] < eL[K], where eL and ssh are the edge lengths of [K]
in the cubic lattice and in the simple hexagonal lattice, respectively.

In addition, we give a classification of the sh-lattice knots with stick number 11.

This work was done as part of the Polymath Jr. Program in summer 2022, advised by Dr. Marion Campisi and
Nicholas Cazet.
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Theorem. The only non-trivial 11-stick knots in the sh-lattice are 31 and 41.

In this paper, we begin by discussing preliminary definitions and notations in Section 2 before
moving into Section 3, where we discuss our primary tool: the linear transformation between the
cubic lattice and simple hexagonal lattice. Then, in Section 4 we use this tool to find the upper
bounds in the sh-lattice as described by the theorem and proposition above. We also find a lower
bound of edge number in the sh-lattice in terms of the cubic lattice. Finally, Section 5 is devoted
to the classification of 11-stick knots in sh-lattice, where we show that every non-trivial knot with
11 sticks has to be either the trefoil knot, 31, or the figure-eight knot, 41.

2 Preliminary Definitions

A point lattice in R3 is the set of integral linear combinations of vectors x, y, z, i.e. {ax + by +
cz | a, b, c ∈ Z}, such that {x, y, z} is a basis for R3. The cubic lattice is the point lattice with a
basis of x = ⟨1, 0, 0⟩, y = ⟨0, 1, 0⟩, and z = ⟨0, 0, 1⟩. The simple hexagonal lattice (sh-lattice) is the

point lattice with a basis of x = ⟨1, 0, 0⟩, y = ⟨12 ,
√
3
2 , 0⟩, and w = ⟨0, 0, 1⟩. For convenience, we

define z = y−x = ⟨−1
2 ,

√
3
2 , 0⟩. We denote the cubic lattice by L3 and the sh-lattice by sh. An edge

is a line segment between points whose coordinates differ by a basis vector. A polygon P in a point
lattice is a continuous path consisting of edges. A maximal line segment parallel to an axis is called
a stick. We can label a stick by the axis to which it is parallel. For example, a stick parallel to
the x-axis is an x-stick. A cubic lattice knot is then a non-intersecting polygon in the cubic lattice
consisting of x-, y-, and z-sticks. For the convenience of counting stick numbers in a given cubic
lattice polygon PL, we define |Px|, |Py|, and |Pz| to be the number of x-, y-, and z-sticks used in
the polygon PL. The total number of sticks |PL| in a cubic lattice polygon PL is therefore defined
by |PL| = |Px| + |Py| + |Pz|. According to [7], a lattice knot presentation is called irreducible if
there does not exist a lattice knot presentation with a smaller stick number and is called properly
leveled with respect to w if each w-level of P contains a single connected polygonal arc.

A sh-lattice knot is a non-intersecting polygon in the sh-lattice consisting of x-, y-, z-, and
w-sticks. Similar to the corresponding definition in the cubic lattice, we define |Px|, |Py|, |Pz|, and
|Pw| to be the number of x-, y-, z-, and w-sticks used in a sh-lattice knot polygon Psh. The total
number of sticks |Psh| in a sh-lattice knot Psh is therefore |Psh| = |Px|+ |Py|+ |Pz|+ |Pw|.

Throughout this paper, a polygon P always means a polygonal lattice knot, either in the cubic
lattice or in the sh-lattice. Also, a cubic lattice (respectively, sh-lattice) polygon will always be
assumed to be properly leveled with respect to z-sticks (respectively, w-sticks) unless otherwise
specified.

3 Linear Transformation between Lattices

One tool we frequently apply in this paper is a linear transformation T : L3 → sh defined by

T

xy
z

 =

1 1
2 0

0
√
3
2 0

0 0 1

xy
z

 ,

which sends the cubic lattice to the simple hexagonal lattice. As we will demonstrate in this section,
this is a transformation between knot conformations in the cubic lattice and knot conformations
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in the simple hexagonal lattice that preserves many crucial properties. Therefore, T allows us to
consider results in the two lattices in an analogous way. The effect of T is illustrated by Figure 1.

(a) In cubic lattice, before applying T (b) In sh-lattice, after applying T

Figure 1: Effect of T on the trefoil knot

Proposition 3.1. Let PL be a polygon in the cubic lattice representing the knot type [K]. Applying

the linear transformation T =

1 1
2 0

0
√
3
2 0

0 0 1

 produces a polygon Psh in sh-lattice representing the

same knot type.

Proof. Because T is a linear transformation within a subset of R3 with det(T ) =
√
3
2 > 0, T is

invertible and orientation-preserving. Moreover, T maps the basis vectors for the cubic lattice to

those for the simple hexagonal lattice as T

10
0

 =

10
0

, T
01
0

 =

 1
2√
3
2
0

, and T

00
1

 =

00
1

. Finally,
T preserves knot type as it is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism.

Corollary 3.2. T preserves stick number.

Proof. We can consider |Psh|x, |Psh|y, |Psh|w, and |Psh|z separately.
Beginning with |Psh|z, note that as T maps sticks in the cubic lattice only to x-, y-, or w-sticks

in the simple hexagonal lattice, |Psh|z is necessarily 0.
Then, for x-, y-, and w- sticks, since T maps x-sticks to x-sticks, y-sticks to y-sticks, and z-sticks

to w-sticks from the cubic lattice to the sh-lattice, respectively |Psh|x = |PL|x, |Psh|y = |PL|y, and
|Psh|w = |PL|z.

Where |PL| = |PL|x + |PL|y + |PL|z and |Psh| = |Psh|x + |Psh|y + |Psh|z + |Psh|w, we have that

|PL| = |PL|x + |PL|y + |PL|z
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= |Psh|x + |Psh|y + 0 + |Psh|w
= |Psh|x + |Psh|y + |Psh|z + |Psh|w
= |Psh|

as desired.

Lemma 3.3. T preserves the order and length of sticks. That is, PL and Psh = T (PL) can be
represented by the same series of sticks of the same lengths, where PL has sticks in the cubic lattice
and Psh sticks in the sh-lattice.

Proof. Consider the sequence of sticks forming PL. Without loss of generality, we denote the
sequence to be

PL = xa1yb1 . . . xaiybizc1xai+1ybi+1 . . . xajybjzc2 . . . xanybnzcm

where a1, . . . an, b1, . . . bn, c1, . . . cm ∈ Z. The magnitude of an exponent gives us the length of its
corresponding stick, and the sign of an exponent gives the stick’s direction. For example, x−1 could
also be written as X according to the notation proposed in [2]. Moreover, We can rewrite the
expression of PL as a1x+ b1y+ . . .+ aix+ biy+ c1z+ ai+1x+ bi+1y+ . . .+ ajx+ bjy+ c2z+ . . .+
anx+ bny + cmz, where x, y, and z are now expressed as vectors. Applying T produces

T (PL) = T (xa1yb1 · · ·xaiybiwc1xai+1ybi+1 · · ·xajybjwc2 · · ·xanybnwcm)

= T (a1x+ b1y + . . .+ aix+ biy + c1w + ai+1x+ bi+1y + . . .+ ajx+

bjy + c2w + . . .+ anx+ bny + cmw)

= a1Tx+ b1Ty + . . .+ aiTx+ biTy + c1Tw + ai+1Tx+ bi+1Ty + . . .+ ajTx+

bjTy + c2Tw + . . .+ anTx+ bnTy + cmTw

= a1xsh + b1ysh + . . .+ aixsh + biysh + c1wsh + ai+1xsh + bi+1ysh + . . .+ ajxsh+

bjysh + c2wsh + . . .+ anxsh + bnysh + cmwsh

= xa1shy
b1
sh · · ·x

ai
shy

bi
shw

c1
shx

ai+1

sh y
bi+1

sh · · ·xajshy
bj
shw

c2
sh · · ·x

an
shy

bn
shw

cm
sh

It is clear that the result of these manipulations has the same order and length of sticks.

4 Upper Bound of Stick Number and Edge Length in sh-lattice

Definition 4.1 (Stick Number of a Knot Type). The stick number of a knot type is the smallest
number of sticks necessary to build a knot in R3. With respect to a lattice L, we define the
stick number sL to be the smallest number of sticks among all knot conformations P of [K] in L,
i.e. sL[K] = min

P∈[K],P⊂L
|P|. In particular, we denote the stick number with respect to the cubic

lattice as sL[K] = min
P∈[K],P⊂L3

|P| and denote the stick number with respect to the sh-lattice as

ssh[K] = min
P∈[K],P⊂sh

|P|. The stick number of a knot type [K] is the least stick number among all

knot conformations P of [K] in a given lattice, i.e. s[K] = min
P∈[K]

|P|. In particular, we denote

the stick number with respect to the cubic lattice as sL[K] = min
P∈[K],P⊂L3

|P| and denote the stick

number with respect to the sh-lattice as ssh[K] = min
P∈[K],P⊂sh

|P|.
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Proposition 4.2. For any knot type [K], ssh[K] ≤ sL[K], where ssh is the stick number of [K] in
the simple hexagonal lattice and sL is the stick number of [K] in the cubic lattice.

Proof. Suppose the polygon PL representing knot type [K] in the cubic lattice has minimal stick
number, i.e. |PL| = sL[K]. Now consider T (PL) = Psh. If Psh also has minimal stick number,
that is |Psh| = ssh[K], then ssh[K] = sL[K]. If Psh does not have minimal stick number, then
ssh[K] < sL[K]. Taken together, ssh[K] ≤ sL[K].

Remark 4.3. Proposition 4.2 can be proved in a different way: from Proposition 3.1, we have
that for any polygon PL in the cubic lattice, there exists a polygon Psh = T (PL) in the simple
hexagonal lattice representing the same knot type and with the same number of sticks. Where PL

is the presentation of a knot type [K] with sL[K] sticks, the minimal presentation of [K] in the
simple hexagonal lattice has at most sL[K] sticks. Hence, ssh[K] ≤ sL[K].

It is reasonable to conjecture that the bound presented in Proposition 4.2 should be strict.
Note that T preserves the stick number as well as the overall structure of the knot because of the
properties in Section 3, but the z-sticks in sh-lattice are left unused since they are not in the image
of T . Therefore, as demonstrated by Figure 2 below, one can imagine finding a corner consisting of
an x-stick and a y-stick, and reducing the corner to a z-stick instead. This is possible via ambient
isotopy, as long as there are no other sticks in the way of the potential trajectory.

Figure 2: Transforming an xy-corner to a z-stick

Lemma 4.4. Project a polygon P in the cubic lattice down to the xy-plane. Suppose we have an
x-stick and a y-stick of equal length connected in the shape of an “L”. We will call the x-stick x
and the y-stick y. If there are no z-sticks within the triangle with x and y as legs, then we can
replace them with a z-stick in the hexagonal lattice after applying T .

Proof. Suppose we have an intersection as above. Label the endpoints of the sticks as (0, 0), (c, 0), (0, c)

where c is the length of the legs. Then, applying T , we get new endpoints at (0, 0), (c, 0), ( c2 ,
c
√
3

2 ).

Thus, we can connect ( c2 ,
c
√
3

2 ) and (0, 0) with a z-stick ⟨−c
2 , c

√
3

2 ⟩ replacing our initial x and y-sticks
and reducing the stick number of P by 1. This does not change the knot type because there are no
z-sticks in the triangle so we can smoothly deform the x and y-sticks into the z-stick.

Theorem 4.5. For any knot type [K], ssh[K] < sL[K].

Proof. Consider some intersection of an x-stick and a y-stick in the cubic lattice. Also, rotate the
knot so that this intersection is in the shape of an “L”. Let us label a as the x-stick and b as
the y-stick. Without loss of generality, suppose the length of a is less than or equal to that of b.
Then, consider the x-level that b sits on. Extend all the x-sticks to the right of this x-level by the
difference in lengths between a and b. Now, by connecting the farthest points on a and b, we can
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visualize an isosceles right triangle when we project the knot down onto the xy-plane. Note that
we are not adding a stick here.

If there are no other sticks in this triangle, we can apply Lemma 4.4 and reduce the stick number
by 1. Otherwise, suppose that there are n z-sticks in the triangle or endpoints of x- or y-sticks in
the triangle, which we will label as p1, . . . , pn. Let the intersection of x and y be the origin and let
px be the x-coordinate of the leftmost pi. Also, let by be the y-coordinate of the upper endpoint of
b. Note that the line y = by − x forms the hypotenuse of a right triangle connecting the endpoints
of a and b. Thus if the sum of x- and y-coordinates of a point is greater than by, then it will lie
outside the triangle.

Our goal here is to squeeze the region strictly bounded by y-levels by and 0 into the region
strictly bounded by y-levels by and by − px. Doing so will cause all z-sticks or endpoints of x- and
y-sticks to have x-coordinate greater than or equal to px and y-coordinate greater than by − px so
the sum of their coordinates will be greater than by. So, let us look at the endpoints of all sticks in
the knot. Let y be the current y-coordinate of the points and y′ the new coordinate according to
the following equation:

y′ =

{
by − (by − y)(

by−(by−px)
by−0 ) if 0 < y < by

y otherwise

which simplifies to

y′ =

{
by − px +

px
by
y if 0 < y < by

y otherwise

This scales the distance between the sticks and the by level so that they lie within the desired
region, as demonstrated in Figure 3 below.

(0, 0)

b

by

a by − length(a) a
(0, 0)

by

(0, 0)

by

by − px

Figure 3: Illustration of scaling

The value we want to scale is by − y because it is the distance between the specified point and
by. Then, we want the scaling factor to be the ratio between the total length between the y-levels
by and 0 and the length between the levels by and by − px. Therefore, we make the denominator
by − 0 and the numerator by − (by − px). Putting this together, we take by and subtract the new
distance to by which gives us the above equation.
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Thus, the whole section of the knot lying below the hypotenuse now lies above it so all the
z-sticks are out of our triangle. This new diagram does not necessarily lie in the cubic lattice
because we may have non-integer coordinates. Scale everything in the x- and y-direction by by.

Now all our sticks lie back in the lattice. We can apply T and reduce by Lemma 4.4. Thus, we
have reduced the stick number by 1, proving the theorem.

Remark 4.6. Combining the proposition above with Theorem 1 of [2] yields 5b[K] ≤ ssh[K] <
sL[K], where b[K] is the bridge number of knot type [K].

Definition 4.7 (Edge, Edge Length). An edge of a polygon in a lattice is a unit-length segment
of the polygon between two points in the lattice. The edge length of a polygon in a lattice is the
total number of edges in the polygon.

For polygon P ∈ [K], we denote EL(P) to be the edge length of a polygon P in the cubic lattice,
and Esh(P) to be the edge length of a polygon P in the sh-lattice. In the lattice L and direction
α, the total number of edges of the α-sticks of polygon P in the lattice L is denoted as EL;α(P).
Furthermore, eL[K] and esh[K] are the minimal edge lengths of a knot type [K] in the cubic and
sh-lattices, respectively.

We conclude this section by proving an analogous strict bound on edge length.

Proposition 4.8. T preserves edge length.

Proof. Let PL be a knot in the cubic lattice. Then Psh = T (PL) has the same knot type but is in
the sh-lattice, according to Proposition 3.1. It now suffices to show EL(PL) = Esh(Psh), which can
be done by examining the number of edges used in the creation of each kind of sticks.

Since no sticks in PL, and in particular no edges in PL, are mapped to z-sticks in the sh-lattice
by T , Esh;z(Psh) = 0. Then, as in Corollary 3.2, T maps x-sticks to x-sticks, y-sticks to y-sticks,
and z-sticks to w-sticks. By Lemma 3.3, T preserves stick length, so for a given stick a, the number
of edges to form a in the cubic lattice and, after applying T , in the sh-lattice are equal. It follows
that EL;x(PL) = Esh;x(Psh), EL;y(PL) = Esh;y(Psh), and EL;z(PL) = Esh;w(Psh). Therefore, we have

EL(PL) = EL;x(PL) + EL;y(PL) + EL;z(PL)

= Esh;x(Psh) + Esh;y(Psh) + Esh;w(Psh) + 0

= Esh;x(Psh) + Esh;y(Psh) + Esh;w(Psh) + Esh;z(Psh)

= Esh(Psh)

as desired.

Theorem 4.9. For any knot type [K], esh[K] < eL[K], where esh is the edge length of [K] in the
simple hexagonal lattice and eL is the edge length of [K] in the cubic lattice.

Proof. Figure 4 shows the idea of the following proof. Let P be a knot polygon in the cubic lattice
with minimal edge length. Pick any arbitrary corner v of P. Note that by rotating the whole knot,
we do not change the knot type. Rotate this knot so that the sticks that intersect at v are a y-
and an x-stick in the shape of an “L” when projected down onto the xy-plane. Now, label the
coordinates of v to be (vx, vy). We can create an isosceles right triangle with the vertices (vx, vy),
(vx + 1, vy), (vx, vy + 1). Because we are in the cubic lattice and this isosceles right triangle has
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Figure 4: Reducing edge length by 1

side length 1, no z-sticks can occur within the region of this triangle. Thus, by Lemma 4.4, when
we apply T , we can replace the legs of this triangle with a z-stick in the sh-lattice, which reduces
the edge length by 1.

Similar to the upper bound, we can find a lower bound on edge length in the sh-lattice for a
knot type [K] with respect to the edge length in the cubic lattice.

Proposition 4.10. For a non-trivial knot type [K], esh[K] ≥ 3eL[K]+30
8 .

Proof. To represent the knot type [K], we choose polygon P that has esh[K] edges. We aim to,
while preserving w-sticks, transform w-levels in the sh-lattice into z-levels in the cubic lattice.
Before we begin, note that we can rotate our polygon around the vertical axis so that the following
is true:

Esh;x(P) ≥ 1

3
(esh(P)− Esh;w(P)).

Now to form each w-level in the sh-lattice into a z-level in the cubic lattice, we replace each x-
edge in the sh-lattice by x2 in the cubic lattice, each y-edge in the sh-lattice by xy2, and each z-edge
by y2x−1. Wherever the results of our substitutions may overlap, simply remove the overlapping
edge so there is exactly one edge in its place. With this in mind, we have the following inequalities:

eL[K] ≤ EL(P)

≤ Esh;w(P) + 2Esh;x(P) + 3(Esh;y(P) + Esh;z(P))

= 3esh(P)− 2Esh;w(P)− Esh;x(P)

≤ 3esh(P)− 2Esh;w(P)− 1

3
(esh(P)− Esh;w(P))

=
8

3
esh(P)− 5

3
Esh;w(P)

≤ 8

3
esh(P)− 5

3
× 6

=
8

3
esh(P)− 10

Note that Esh;w(P) ≥ 6 by Lemma 1.4 from [7], which establishes that since P is non-trivial,
|P|w ≥ 4, and by Lemma 1.3 from [7], which tells us that w-sticks with an endpoint on a boundary
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level must have at least two edges. By manipulating the final inequality, we find the desired
result.

5 Classification of 11-stick Knots

In this section, we classify the possible knot types and explore related properties of knots with
stick number 11 in the simple hexagonal lattice. Unless specified otherwise, in what follows all
discussion related to the knots, e.g. the stick numbers and other concepts, is in the context of
simple hexagonal lattice, and all polygons have eleven sticks.

Proposition 5.1. The stick number of a figure-eight knot in the sh-lattice is 11, i.e. ssh(41) = 11.

Proof. Figure 5 is a knot presentation of 41 in sh-lattice with eleven sticks. The w-sticks are colored
black, and for others, sticks in the same plane parallel to the xy-plane are marked with the same
color. Moreover, by Theorem 3 in [2], any non-trivial knot in the simple hexagonal lattice should
have at least eleven sticks. Therefore, ssh(41) = 11.

Figure 5: 41 knot in sh-lattice with 11 sticks

Recall that we have the following results in the cubic lattice:

Theorem (Huang & Yang, 2017, [4]). The only non-trivial knot types [K] with stick number
sL[K] ≤ 15 in the cubic lattice are 31 and 41.

By [2] and [7], we know the trefoil knot 31 has stick number 11 in the sh-lattice. Combined with
Proposition 5.1 above, we will prove a result analogous to the above theorem but in the sh-lattice.
That is, the only non-trivial knot types [K] with stick number ssh[K] ≤ 11 in the sh-lattice are 31
and 41. In pursuit of this result, we begin by determining the number of w-sticks required in an
11-stick polygon.
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Proposition 5.2. Suppose that P is any polygon properly leveled with respect to w, then the number
of w-sticks is equal to the number of w-levels.

Proof. Suppose we have n w-sticks in P. Note that P cannot have more than n w-levels, as if it
did, the polygon would not be closed or would be reducible. Suppose for the sake of contradiction
that P has fewer than n w-levels.

We know that each w-stick has two endpoints. In other words, each w-stick has an endpoint on
two distinct w-levels. Moreover, a given w-level cannot have fewer than two endpoints of w-sticks,
since such a level would be disconnected from the rest of the knot. Thus, as there are 2n w-stick
endpoints and each w-level must have at least two endpoints, there must be at most n w-levels
with at least two w-stick endpoints a piece.

Suppose there exists some w-level with an odd number of endpoints. Then the polygon is no
longer a knot since the arc of the knot on that w-level must cause the knot to branch at one of
the endpoints or not pass through an endpoint, making it no longer part of the rest of the knot.
If there are an even composite number of endpoints, connected in pairs by disjoint arcs, then the
knot is not properly leveled. Hence, there cannot be w-levels with more than two endpoints, and
the result is true.

Remark 5.3. Note that if a properly leveled 11-stick polygon has more than five w-sticks, then
there is an insufficient number of non-w-sticks to connect the w-sticks (there must be at least
distinct six w-levels, but only at most five non-w-sticks), so a properly leveled 11-stick polygon can
have at most five w-sticks.

Before continuing, we introduce a useful tool, as defined in [6].

Definition 5.4 (R-move). Let s and t be connected, perpendicular sticks in a polygon P. Also,
let R be the rectangle with s and t as sides, where s′ and t′ denote the sides opposite to s and t in
R respectively. Note that R is unique. If R does not intersect with any other part of P, exchange
s and t of P with s′ and t′ to get a new polygon P ′. Since R does not intersect with any other part
of P, P ′ is equivalent to P. This operation is called an R-move of s and t. Note that we will also
refer to this as an R-move on the rectangle R, with s and t the sides of R in the polygon P before
the R-move.

Corollary 5.5. A non-trivial irreducible 11-stick polygon P with four w-sticks has w-sticks exactly
w13, w23, w24, and w14.

Proof. Lemma 1.2 in [7] says that there are no two w-sticks in P with their endpoints on the same
w-levels. Because P has four w-sticks, there are only three possible combinations of the w-sticks
in P:

(a) w12, w23, w34, w14.

(b) w12, w24, w34, w13,

(c) w13, w23, w24, w14.

By Lemma 1.3 in [7], both (a) and (b) are the unknot. Therefore, every non-trivial irreducible
polygon P with eleven sticks and four w-sticks has the said configuration.
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Lemma 5.6. A non-trivial 11-stick polygon P satisfies min{|P|x, |P|y, |P|z} ≥ 1.

Proof. If P has no z-sticks, then this implies there exists a non-trivial polygon in the cubic lattice
with eleven sticks. (In particular, it is the preimage of P with respect to linear transformation T .)
This is false by results in [6]. Similarly, if P has no x-sticks or no y-sticks, we rotate the polygon
so that there are no z-sticks in the knot instead.

Lemma 5.7. A non-trivial 11-stick polygon P with four w-sticks must have at least two sticks for
two of x-sticks, y-sticks, and z-sticks and at least one stick for the remaining stick type.

Proof. Since we have four w-sticks, we know |P|x+|P|y+|P|z = 7. Suppose, towards contradiction,
that the proposition is false, then either only two of the three types of sticks are used, or exactly
two types of stick have stick number 1. The first case is impossible in Lemma 5.6. We now prove
the second case to be impossible as well.

Without loss of generality, we assume that P has five x-sticks. Recall that P should have four
w-levels. Observe that exactly one of the w-levels has two x-sticks, therefore requiring the presence
of a y- or z-stick on the level. Suppose the level has a sequence xyzx or xzyx, then because we only
have two w-sticks not attached to this level, there is always a way for us to reduce the stick number
of polygon to 10, resulting in the unknot. Therefore, we can suppose the level has an xyx or xzx
sequence. We assume that the polygon has the xyx sequence, and the other case would follow with
the same proof. Note that this particular w-level should not be on the boundary, otherwise we can
reduce the stick number by 1. We hereby assume the sequence is on w-level 2 (the proof for the
w-level 3 case is the same). Now, the view on level 2 looks like Figure 6 as the xyx sequence passes
between w13 and w14, preventing the stick number from being reduced. Suppose the remaining

Figure 6: The xyx sequence passes between the two w-sticks.

z-stick is on w-level 1, then the knot projection should look like one of the unknot projections
from Figure 7 below. Otherwise, w-level 1 only has an x-stick. Therefore, w13 and w14 are on the
same x-level. However, now the two sticks are not in the same x-level as the other two w-sticks,
otherwise we have an intersection of sticks. Therefore, we need at least two z-sticks to connect the
rest of the knot, a contradiction.

A direct consequence of this lemma is the following.
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Figure 7: Two projections of the unknot

Corollary 5.8. For a non-trivial 11-stick polygon with four w-sticks, P, there is |P|x ≥ 3, |P|y ≥ 2
and |P|z ≥ 1, up to permutation of stick types. In particular, a non-trivial 11-stick polygon must
have either (a) four x-sticks, two y-sticks, and one z-stick, (b) three x-sticks, three y-sticks and one
z-stick, or (c) three x-sticks, two y-sticks and two z-sticks without loss of generality. We will refer
to these cases as the (4, 2, 1) case, the (3, 3, 1) case, and the (3, 2, 2) case, respectively.

Definition 5.9 (Square of Replacement). Consider the view of a sh-lattice knot after applying
T−1: that is, we send x-, y-, and w-sticks in sh-lattice back to where they were in the cubic lattice,
and send the z-sticks in sh-lattice to line segments parallel to ⟨−1, 1, 0⟩ in the cubic lattice, while
keeping the same labels as in sh-lattice. The square of replacement is defined to be the square
formed with a particular z-stick as the diagonal in this view, restricted to the w-level on which
the z-stick sits. When we say a stick is in the square of replacement, it means the stick intersects
with the square at exactly one point. We exclude the endpoints of the z-stick from the square of
replacement.

Proposition 5.10. Let P be any sh-lattice polygon. If there are three w-sticks and no z-sticks in
the square of replacement of a given z-stick, and there are at most four sticks on the w-level on
which the z-stick sits, then the z-stick can be replaced with x- and y-sticks, adding a net total of
three sticks.

Proof. Consider the figure after applying T−1 while keeping the x-, y-, z-, and w-sticks labeled as
they were. Also, let the top-left corner of the z-stick be the origin and let l be the side length of
the square of replacement. We will go through the cases for one to three sticks in the square of
replacement and show the number of sticks necessary to replace the z-stick with x- and y-sticks
does not exceed three. We will also ignore any x- or y-sticks in the square of replacement, which
will be justified at the end of the proof.

First, assume that we have one w-stick in the square. This is either in the upper or lower
triangular portion so we can replace the z-stick with an x- and y-stick in the other half of the
square, adding one stick.

Now, assume there are two w-sticks in the square (see Figure 8). If they are both in the upper
or lower triangle then we can replace them like above. If not, then there is one on either side.
They must differ in the x- or y-coordinate by at least one. Scale the entire knot by a factor of 2
so we are guaranteed a gap of at least two between the w-sticks. Then, without loss of generality,
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suppose that they differ in the y-coordinate. Let a be the y-coordinate of the lowest w-stick. Then
as depicted in Figure 8, we can replace the z-stick by the following sequence of sticks: y0,ax0,lya,l.

Figure 8: Two w-stick case

Assume that there are three w-sticks in the square. Scale the knot by a factor of 2. If all
w-sticks are in the upper or lower triangle then we can replace them like in the one-stick case. Note
that between the three of them, there must be at least two unique x- or y-coordinates. Assume
without loss of generality that there are two unique y-coordinates then let s be the greatest of the
y-coordinates. Look at the portions of z above s and below s separately, forming two new squares
of replacement for each of these. One of these squares has at most two sticks and the other has at
most one. For simplicity, assume that there are the maximum amount of sticks in each square but
note that there may be other ways to replace the z-stick with fewer sticks if there are fewer than
the maximum.

Without loss of generality, suppose the bottom portion has two w-sticks. If each of these
portions has both w-sticks on one side of the z-stick, then we can replace the z-stick like in the two
w-stick case. If not, then the portion with two w-sticks has a w-stick on either side of the triangle.
Once again, they differ in at least one of the x- or y-coordinates. Thus, we have four subcases for
which side of the z-stick the w-sticks are on and which of the w-coordinates we know is different in
the lower portion, which we can see in Figure 9. However, note that the first and fourth cases are
the same up to rotation, and likewise for the second and third. So, we only have two subcases to
cover. Also, note that if the w-sticks in the lower portion differ in the x- and y-coordinates, then
it satisfies both subcases so the method described in either subcase will work.

For the first subcase, the w-stick in the upper square is above the z-stick and the lower square
has sticks differing in the x-coordinate as in the picture. Let a be one less than the y-coordinate of
the upper w-stick and let b be one less than the x-coordinate of the rightmost w-stick. Then, we
can replace z with the following sequence of sticks: y0ax0byalxbl.

For the second subcase, the w-stick in the upper square is below the z-stick and the lower square
has sticks differing in the x-coordinate. Let a be the x-coordinate of the rightmost w-stick minus
1. Then, we can replace z with the following sequence of sticks: x0ay0lxbl.

We need to address the possibility of x- or y-sticks in the square on the same w-level as the
z-stick. If we want to replace a z-stick with an x- and y-stick and are obstructed by a stick on the
border of the square, we can simply combine them. We will now consider the case where an x-
or y-stick is in the interior of the square. Without loss of generality, suppose that it is an x-stick.
Note that one endpoint of the x-stick must be connected to the z-stick. There are two ways that
this can occur, namely through a zxyx sequence of sticks or a zyx sequence of sticks.

In the first case, observe that we know the entirety of the w-level and in particular, the endpoint
of the x-stick intersecting the interior of the square is connected to a w-stick. We would like to
apply an R-move on the yx sequence of sticks. If possible, then we have two outcomes. If the
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Figure 9: Three w-stick cases

x-stick was connected to a w-stick outside the square, we no longer have any sticks intersecting
the boundary of the square. If not, then the w-stick is one of the sticks we consider in the above
procedure. In this case, note that having a singular y-stick attached to one of the w-sticks does not
interfere with the procedure, so we can still replace the z-stick as desired. Now, suppose that we
cannot apply an R-move to the yx sequence of sticks. In this case, the R-move must be obstructed
by a w-stick, which must lie within the square of replacement. In this case, we can simply replace
that w-stick in our procedure with the intersection of the x- and y-sticks, thus allowing us to replace
the z-stick as desired.

In the second case, if the x-stick is connected to a w-stick, then the x-stick plays no role and
we can replace the z-stick like normal. Otherwise, we have a zyxy sequence of sticks. The same
logic applies as when we had the zxyx sequence of sticks so once again, we can replace the z-stick
as desired.

As a result of this procedure, there will be at most a net total of three sticks added to our knot
(i.e. one stick removed and four added).

Remark 5.11. For any 11-stick polygon, there are at most four sticks in any given w-level so
Proposition 5.10 is always applicable.

Lemma 5.12. Let P be a 11-stick polygon with four w-sticks. Then, if a z-stick has four w-sticks
in its square of replacement, the z-stick can be replaced with x- and y-sticks with an addition of at
most three sticks.

Proof. If none of the w-sticks are on the border of the square, then from each end of our z-stick,
we need two sticks to reach another w-stick. Then, each other w-stick requires at least one stick,
meaning that we use seven sticks in total, which takes us to twelve total sticks in total. If there is
one w-stick on the border of the square, we can reach it from the end of the z-stick with one stick
while the w-stick connected to the other endpoint of the z-stick will require two. If we can connect
all the rest with one stick, we get eleven sticks in total. No other configurations are possible so
we have this configuration of sticks. Note that we can use an R-move to move the stick on the
border to the endpoint of the z-stick. Now by Proposition 5.10 we can reduce the z-stick with the
addition of at most three sticks. Lastly, suppose there are two w-sticks on the border. If neither
of them is connected to the endpoints of the z-stick with one stick then we run into the same issue
as if there were two. If one of them is, then we have the same situation as the case with one on
the border. If both are connected to the z-stick endpoints with one stick, note that we can connect
all our required points with one stick each to get ten sticks. Thus, we have one stick unaccounted
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for. However, this stick can only add one more endpoint to our understanding of the knot so it
can obstruct R-moves at most at one of the endpoints of the z-stick; if we had a stick obstructing
R-moves at both ends, we need more than one stick beyond what is already required to connect
everything else. So, on at least one of the endpoints, we can perform an R-move to move a w-stick
onto the endpoint of the z-stick and we have the three w-stick case.

Remark 5.13. Note that by the result in [4], we know that any knot in the cubic lattice with less
than sixteen sticks is a trefoil knot or a figure-eight knot. Therefore, we can add up to four sticks
in our replacement of z-sticks starting from a non-trivial 11-stick polygon, and the resultant knot
is still a 31 or 41 knot.

Corollary 5.14. The only non-trivial 11-stick polygons P with four w-sticks satisfying

min{|P|x, |P|y, |P|z} = 1

are 31 and 41. In other words, any knots in the (4, 2, 1) or the (3, 3, 1) cases are 31 or 41.

Proof. Note that we have only four w-sticks in an 11-stick polygon so we don’t have to account for
cases with more than four w-sticks in the square.

Without loss of generality, we can say that a polygon in question has one z-stick. Then, by
Lemma 5.12, this z-stick can be reduced into x- and y-sticks with the addition of at most three x-
or y-sticks. Hence, the knot has at most fourteen sticks and is in the cubic lattice (by applying
T−1), so it is either the trefoil knot or the figure-eight knot.

Now that we know any 11-stick polygon with four w-sticks and one z-stick is 31 or 41, we seek
to prove the same statement for 11-stick polygons with four w-sticks and two z-sticks. First, we
identify some conditions these pairs of z-sticks must meet.

Lemma 5.15. For any irreducible knot of the case (3, 2, 2) that is not of type 31 or 41, we can
rotate the knot so the z-sticks are on different w-levels.

Proof. First, note that if the y-sticks are on different levels, we can rotate the knot so that the
y-sticks are now z-sticks. If not, then note first that the z-sticks cannot both be on the boundary
levels because we would be able to combine them into one stick, or there would have to be a third
stick in between them, both of which would be a contradiction. So without loss of generality,
suppose they are on level 2. First, suppose that both y-sticks are on w-level 3. Then, we need
an x-stick on each boundary, leaving one stick for the inner levels. However, both levels need an
x-stick; otherwise, there would only be one type of stick on a level and we could combine them to
reduce the stick number. Now, suppose that the z- and y-sticks are on level 2. Then, we must have
one x-stick on each other level. Rotate the knot so that the x-sticks are now z-sticks and apply
T−1. On both boundary levels, we can replace the z-stick with x- and y-sticks, increasing the stick
number by 1 each. On w-level 3, we have only one stick so the w-sticks must be on the endpoints
of the x-sticks. Thus, there are only two w-sticks unaccounted for and we can replace them like in
the two w-stick case from Proposition 5.10, adding at most two sticks. So, we have a knot in the
cubic lattice with at most fifteen sticks, indicating that it is 31 or 41.

Lemma 5.16. If there are two z-sticks in an irreducible 11-stick knot with four w-sticks, then they
cannot both be in the three w-stick case from Proposition 5.10.
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Proof. Suppose we had two z-sticks in the three w-stick case. Then, there are two possibilities:
either we have at least three w-sticks unconnected to z-sticks, or two w-sticks are unconnected to
z-sticks.

In the first case, we need at least seven sticks to connect at least seven different points, two of
which are provided by the z-sticks. So, we can only have one stick connecting every pair of points.
Thus, all sticks are accounted for and we can move a w-stick to the endpoint of a z-stick and at
least one of the sticks is now in the two w-stick case.

In the second case, note that each of the z-sticks must have a w-stick on each endpoint (because
this stick along with the two others forms the three w-stick case for the other z-stick). Also, note
that one z-stick has to be on w-level 2 and the other on w-level 3. Looking at the z-stick on w-level
2, there are two possibilities for the w-stick on its endpoint: either the w-stick is the w23 stick or
the w24 stick. If it is the w24 the other w-stick sits right on top of it. However, this means that
the w-sticks on the endpoints can’t serve as the third obstruction so we only have the two w-stick
case. If it is the w24 stick then the w23 stick must be one of the obstructing w-sticks. So, we need
to connect the other endpoints of the w-stick to the w23 stick. Note that these endpoints are not
within the overlapping region of both z-sticks’ squares. So, it will take at least two sticks to connect
to w23 from each z-stick. Also, it will take at least one stick each to connect the w14 stick to the w13

and w24 sticks. However, this takes us up to twelve sticks in the knot which is a contradiction.

At this point, we define the case on which we will focus for the next few lemmas.

Definition 5.17 (p-case). For simplicity, we will call the first case detailed in Figure 9, which is
the only case that requires a net gain of three sticks, the problematic case, or p-case for short.

Remark 5.18. In the next few lemmas, when we say a stick is “attached to an x-, y-, or z-stick”,
we are only looking at the knot projection onto the xy-plane and allow the possibility that there is
a w-stick between them.

Lemma 5.19. Suppose we have an irreducible 11-stick knot in the sh-lattice with four w-sticks. If
we have a z-stick in the p-case and it is attached to another z-stick, then the knot must be 31 or 41.

Proof. If the z-stick not in the p-case is in the one-stick case, then we know from Proposition 5.10
that we can replace it by adding one stick and we can replace the stick in the p-case with a net gain
of three sticks. This gives us a knot with fifteen sticks so it must be a trefoil knot or a figure-eight
knot. We will now show that we cannot have a stick in the p-case and another in the two w-stick
case.

First, assume that the z-sticks are connected and point in different directions from the w-stick
connecting them so they do not lie on top of each other. Then, we only have three more w-sticks so
we cannot have one with two obstructions and another with three. Now, assume that the z-sticks
are connected and point in the same direction from the w-stick connecting them so they lie on top
of each other. Then, we can perform an R-move between the w-stick and the overlapping portion
of the z-stick then combine the overlapping z-sticks so that the z-sticks are in the earlier case.

Lemma 5.20. Suppose we have an irreducible 11-stick knot in the sh-lattice with four w-sticks. If
we have a z-stick in the p-case and the bottom right corner is attached to a y-stick with its other
endpoint higher than the shared y-coordinate, then the knot is either 31 or 41.
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Proof. Suppose we have a z-stick in the situation described in the lemma. Then, note that we need
the following sticks in our knot:

• a z-stick,

• a y-stick attached to the bottom end of the z-stick,

• at least two sticks to attach the other endpoint of this y-stick to one of the w-sticks on the
lower level,

• at least one stick to attach the two w-sticks on the lower level,

• at least two sticks to attach the lower level w-sticks back to the upper endpoint of the z-stick.

These restraints give us the cases in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The possible cases

Note that in all of these, we have less than five crossings so it must be either the trefoil knot,
the figure-eight knot, or the unknot (which would be a contradiction).

Lemma 5.21. Suppose we have an irreducible 11-stick knot in the sh-lattice with four w-sticks.
Also, suppose we have a z-stick in the p-case and the bottom right corner is attached to a x-stick
or a y-stick with its other endpoint lower than or equal to the shared y-coordinate, then the knot
must be either 31 or 41.

Proof. In the first case, we can follow the procedure in Proposition 5.10 to replace the z-stick with
a yxyx sequence of sticks. Because the last stick in this sequence is a x-stick, we can combine it
with the preexisting x-stick so we only have a net gain of two sticks, as we can see in the first case
of Figure 11. Thus, we get a knot in the cubic lattice with at most fifteen sticks so it must either
be the trefoil knot or the figure-eight knot.

In the second case, where the y-stick has an endpoint lower than the y-level of the shared y-
coordinate, we can replace the z- and y-sticks with a yxyx sequence, as we can see in case 2 of
Figure 11, adding four sticks but removing two for a net gain of two sticks.
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Now suppose the y-stick connected to the bottom right corner of the z-stick has an endpoint at
the same y-level as the shared y-coordinate.

If the other endpoint of the y-stick is connected to one of our two w-sticks in the lower portion
of the p-case, then we can replace both the y- and z-stick with a yxy sequence of sticks as we can
see in case 3 of Figure 11. Otherwise, we have three cases depending on what stick the y-stick is
connected to:

If its other endpoint is a y-stick, we can either combine them or do an R-move to change the
endpoint so it is no longer equal to the two lower w-sticks and we can refer to an earlier case.

If this endpoint is a z-stick, we can scale the knot by a factor of 2. Then, move the arc from
this z-stick until the next y-stick upwards by one. Now, we are in the Lemma 5.20 case.

If the endpoint is connected to an x-stick, then this endpoint must be connected to the rightmost
w-stick. Then, we can once again replace the z-stick, y-stick, and x-stick with a yxy sequence of
sticks as in case 4 of Figure 11.

Note that if there is a w-stick in the way of these replacements, then we need to do an R-move
to place the sticks on the same w-level. There cannot be a stick obstructing this R-move as this
would require at least two more sticks to have a stick intersecting one such R-move which would
exceed the total of eleven sticks.

Thus, we have a net gain of at most two sticks. The other z-stick is in the one- or two w-stick
case by Lemma 5.16 so we can replace it with at most two sticks as well. Thus, we have a knot in
the cubic lattice with at most fifteen sticks so it is a trefoil knot or a figure-eight knot.

Lemma 5.22. The only non-trivial 11-stick polygons P with four w-sticks satisfying

min{|P|x, |P|y, |P|z} = 2

have knot type 31 or 41.

Proof. When we have a knot in the (3, 2, 2) case, by Lemma 5.15, the z-sticks are on different levels.
So, we can apply the procedures from Proposition 5.10 to create a presentation of the knot in the
cubic lattice with less than sixteen sticks unless one or both of our z-sticks is in the p-case defined
in Definition 5.17. However, from Lemma 5.19, Lemma 5.20, and Lemma 5.21, we showed that a
non-trivial knot with a stick in the p-case is either 31 or 41.

Finally, we will consider the case where a 11-stick polygon has five w-sticks.

Lemma 5.23. The only non-trivial 11-stick polygons P with five w-sticks are 31 and 41.

Proof. Let P be a non-trivial 11-stick polygon with five w-sticks. Then, we have three cases, namely
the cases (4, 1, 1), (3, 2, 1), or (2, 2, 2) with notation as in the four w-stick case. Note that in all
cases, we have at most two sticks on every w-level. We will first establish that we can replace any
z-stick with the net addition of at most three x- or y-sticks in this scenario.

If a z-stick is the only stick on its level, then there can be at most three w- sticks in its square
of replacement. So, by Proposition 5.10, we can replace it with a net addition of three sticks. Now,
we will consider the case where a z-stick is connected to another stick, which we will assume is
an x-stick without loss of generality. Observe that we can replace the intersection of the z-stick
and the x-stick with a small y-stick, as illustrated in Figure 12, similarly to what was done in
Figure 4. In particular, let the length of the y-stick be small enough that the rectangle with the
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Figure 11: The cases from Lemma 5.21 in which a z-stick is replaced

sides given by the x-stick and this y-stick contains no w-sticks. Then, looking at the remaining
z-stick, we only have three w-sticks in the square of replacement, so we can apply the procedure
from Proposition 5.10. If the y-stick we added is connected to a another y-stick, we can combine
them, meaning that we successfully replaced the z-stick with a net addition of at most three sticks.
If not, then it is connected to another x-stick. In this case, note that we chose the y-stick we
inserted to be sufficiently small that we can perform an R-move which reduces the number of sticks
by one. So, we can replaced the z-stick with a net addition of at most three sticks.

Now, observe that in the cases (4, 1, 1) and (3, 2, 1), we can replace the z-stick with at most
three x- or y-sticks, allowing us to create a presentation in the cubic lattice with at most fourteen
sticks. In the (2, 2, 2) case, we can assume without loss of generality that we have a z-stick on the
w-level 1. We can replace this stick with two sticks, resulting in a net addition of one stick. We
can replace the other z-stick with a net addition of three sticks. So, we can create a polygon in the
cubic lattice with at most fifteen sticks. So, in all cases, the knot is either 31 or 41.

We have now discussed all the possible cases for an irreducible 11-stick polygon in the sh-
lattice. Collecting the properties we proved from Corollary 5.8, Corollary 5.14, Lemma 5.22, and
Lemma 5.23 above, we may state the desired theorem.

Theorem 5.24. In the sh-lattice, the only non-trivial 11-stick knots are 31 and 41.
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Figure 12: Addition of y-stick

6 Future Work

We know from [4] that every knot type [K] with crossing number c[K] ≥ 5 has stick number
sL[K] ≥ 16 in the cubic lattice. Therefore, it is possible to restrict the bound in Theorem 5.24
even further. One can easily conclude from Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) that both 51 and 52 have
stick number at most 14. Hence, we have the following conjecture.

(a) 14-stick 51 projection (b) 14-stick 52 projection

Figure 13: The stick numbers of 51 and 52 are at most 14

Conjecture 1. The only non-trivial knot types [K] with stick number ssh[K] ≤ 13 in the cubic
lattice are 31 and 41. In particular, ssh(51) = ssh(52) = 14.

Similarly, we have the following conjecture. This, however, likely requires improved lower
bounds for 6-crossing knots in the cubic lattice before it can be seriously approached.

Conjecture 2. For a knot type [K] such that ssh[K] ≤ 14, then c[K] ≤ 5, where c[K] is the
crossing number of a knot type [K].
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Another potential direction to work on in the future is to further investigate the relationships
between the number of w-sticks and the number of sticks in general. This may help us classify
sh-lattice knots with a specific number of sticks, as it is heavily involved in the proof of Section 5
for instance.

Problem 1. For a properly leveled polygon P of type [K], construct upper and lower bounds on the
number of w-sticks, both in terms of stick number ssh[K] and in terms of crossing number c[K].

As a call back to Proposition 4.10, we also have the following direction for further research.

Problem 2. Improve the lower bound on esh in terms of eL, and find a lower bound on ssh in
terms of sL.
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